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the hand of malaga is now a blight on the soil of the west. the land is barren
and void of life, the crops have been burned and the cattle killed. the only

exception to this are the trolls, who have survived the night after the warriors
of the empire has been slaughtered. they have abandoned their hard-earned
homes and left for parts unknown, hoping that the war will end so they can
return home. however, these trolls are a different breed than the ones that
populated the west for hundreds of years. they are a different species. their
skin is rough and thick, their horns heavy and their strength legendary. they

are the trolls of the old west and their spirits have been jaded by the
mistreatment they have suffered at the hands of the empire. many have had

their fortunes stolen from them by empire or the bandits that have overrun the
west. many have returned to their homelands only to find that they have no
homelands left. many folk have left for foreign lands, but for those who have

remained it is a time of freedom, a time to rule their own destiny. the people of
the western plains are no longer slaves. the woman and the children of the

west are free to do as they please. there are no more taxes or tributes. there is
no more imperial rule. the empire has been destroyed and is no more. the few
who remain are the remnants of a mighty and mighty powerful empire that has

spanned the western continents. the empire has never been seen to be
defeated. the people of the plains have never been as free as they are now.

the empire will rise again. and when it does, it will be even more powerful than
it was before. an empire reborn. a beast that will rule the western plains. a

nation of warriors that shall rule the land. the empire will rise again.
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Should you be able to secure enough resources and haven't entirely rushed
your initial setup, the next thing you can start to do with them is building the
Hospital. It's very much the hub of the game, and the benefits you'll gain by
choosing to create the Hospital very quickly becomes apparent. The Hospital

itself is needed to heal your dudes, but the Clinic and the Morgue go further to
give you immediate benefits if you properly place them. The Clinic is not a

freebie, though. It is an additional VP if you've first placed the Hospital, but it
also gives you resources to build new buildings at a later date. It's the lesser of
two evils if you play from your initial picks; if you haven't placed the Hospital
and you want a Clinic in your starting hand, you're screwed as you'll lose the
VP from the Hospital and get a draw. The Morgue, however, is much better
than it looks. It gives you another valuable resource immediately, a missing
person marker, which can be used to speed up the game, as well as a key

location for other buildings in a later phase. So, the locations you place and the
order in which you build can be tweaked, if necessary, to get the best return

on investment. I had played the Western before, so I knew the structure of play
in the game. I did have an approach, however, that seemed to work best. I
placed the Morgue early, the Clinic near it, a combined Clinic/Morgue, and

finally the Sheriff's Office. Unfortunately, the above is based on the assumption
that you'll have no prior starting hand markers, but the general idea of building

the Hospital early on and the Signpost near it to speed up the game is
generally sound. 5ec8ef588b
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